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5" Figure to the right indicate full
6. Answer to the two section mu

Solve any five.

a) What is extraction? Enlist diff

1 . Do not write anything on question paper except Seat No.
2. Graph or diagram should be drawn with the black ink pen

paper or black HB pencil.
3. Students should note, no supplement will be provided.
4. All questions are compulsory.

b) What are supercritical fluids?

c) What are balsams? Give it's exam

d) What are merits and demerits of

a) Write notelo\ supercritical fluid extraction.

of
ical source, method & preparation, chemical constituents and uses
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identification tests for Asafoetida and Benzoin.

Describe in detail percolation method.

Discuss in brief general extraction methodotogy and analysis of resin.
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3. Solve any one.

a) Give a detail an account on preliminary phytochemical
drugs.

b) Give detailed pharmacognostic account of Turmeric.

SECTION - II

4. Solve any five.

a) Write a short note on gold beaters skin test.
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f) Write down biological source and uses of Balsam of Peru and Balsam of Tolu.
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b) What is enfleurage method.

c) Draw the structure of catechin.

d) Explain pharmaceutical aids with

e) What is Vaj.

f) What are Pseudo tannins?

method of extraction.

S) Write down the Biological source and uses of

Solve any four.

a) Define tannins. Give it's cla

b) Give Biological source and pre of palmarosa oil.

c) Write Biological source,
i) Orange peel oil,

d) Write short note on

e) Give Biological chemical constituents and uses of Dinkum Oil.

f) Write a kaolin.
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cal constituents and uses of
ii) Oil of citronella.


